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The Commercial Space Transportation Study (CSTS) suggests that considerable
market expansion in earth-to-orbit transportation would take place if current launch
prices could be reduced to around $400 per pound of payload. If these low prices can be
achieved, annual payload delivered to Low Earth Orbit (LEO) is predicted to reach 6.7
million pounds. The primary market growth will occur in communications, government
missions, and civil transportation _. By establishing a cost target of $100 - $200 per pound
of payload for a new launch system, the HRST program has clearly set its sights on
removing the current restriction on market growth imposed by today's high launch costs.
To capture a significant portion of the expanded market, a new launch system in the
20,000 pounds of payload class would need to fly over 200 flights to LEO per year.
Under HRST program guidelines, the launch costs should not exceed $4 million per flight
-- an order of magnitude lower than the current target being used by NASA's reusable
launch vehicle (RLV) program 2. To meet this challenge, "design for life cycle cost" must
replace "design for performance." Focus must shift to cost and operability, and each
design decision made must fully consider life cycle cost impacts. Advanced technologies
should be used where cost effective. System reliability and robustness will be critical to
achieving the aircraft-like operations often associated with a low-cost, mature
transportation system. But perhaps most importantly, the vehicle designer must expand
the design space to include disciplines normally associated with the business world ---
marketing strategies, customer imposed design requirements, funding limitations, and
innovative operating strategies.
In particular, achieving the goal of $100 - $200 per pound of payload will require
significant coordinated efforts in 1) marketing strategy development, 2) business
planning, 3) system operational strategy, 4) vehicle technical design, and 5) vehicle
maintenance strategy. (NASA-CR-199561) HIGHLY REUSABLE N96-16889
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Many concepts for achieving HRST's aggressive cost goals will be proposed and
evaluated during the course of the program. In fact, there is almost certainly more than
one "right answer" n that is, more than one launch system concept capable of achieving
the desired goals. While individual concept definition and evaluation remains to be
performed, it is appropriate to establish a rough set of hypotheses and ideas to guide the
selection of potential candidates for additional concept definition work. The following
sections outline proposed cost savings strategies in each of the five disciplinary areas
listed above.
Marketing Strategy Development
The CSTS study predicts an elastic ETO market that will expand by nearly a factor of
ten over today's market if prices can be significantly reduced. However, a new system
must be appropriately positioned to capture payloads in many or all of the individual
traffic segments. A vehicle designed to deliver humans to orbit might look significantly
different than one designed to dispose of nuclear waste or one designed for multiple
mission use. Well defined mission requirements (e.g. target orbit, payload weight,
payload volume, life support requirements) are necessary in each marketing segment, and
the vehicle concept must be designed around these requirements.
Since the mission requirements are likely to be dissimilar in many marketing of the
segments, it is likely that a new vehicle concept will actually be a small family of
vehicles, rather than a single vehicle. Each member of the family will be based on
common technologies and similar design guidelines, but will be optimized to capture a
particular market segment.
Although the expanded ETO market is attractive, a vehicle system designed to
capture even larger markets could have increased flight rates, easier amortization of
development and infrastructure costs, and therefore improved rate of return to private
investors. Potential supplementary markets include small payload ETO missions, direct
GTO missions, large military ETO missions, military transatmospheric missions (e.g.
reconnaissance and global force projection), suborbital flight test experiments, and
commercial high-speed endoatmospheric flight missions (e.g. VIP and high priority
package delivery). A HRST system should target as many of these additional markets as
feasible.
Business Plan
While it is the tendency of engineers to concentrate on vehicle design and vehicle
performance, it is the business plan for a new launch system that will ultimately
determine the financial success of the system. The U.S. government can probably be
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expected to continue its practice of sharing the development cost of new space systems
with the aerospace industry. The government can also be expected to pay for much of the
technological development and provide anchor tenancy for new systems, but 50% or
more of the development cost will likely come from private sources/investors. Therefore
the rate of return on investment becomes a paramount concern for a new system.
Upfront development costs for manufacturers cannot be excessive (under $4 - $5
billion of private investment) and system operations must produce a positive return (a
profit) within a relative short timeframe (perhaps 4 to 6 years). Infrastructure and ground
facilities costs must be limited, and long development times from time of initial capitol
investment must be avoided. Given the development risks, price/cost margins must be
sufficient to produce returns to investors on the order of 30% - 40%.
In addition to the cost per pound of payload goal, business plan-derived financial
requirements and restrictions must be properly accounted for in a successful concept
design. In many cases, financial restrictions will directly impact technical decisions made
on the vehicle concept design.
System Operational Strategies
With the exception of amortizing investment cost, ground and flight operations are
the two largest contributors to per flight launch costs in a highly reusable launch system.
The standing army of technicians required to maintain, refurbish, checkout, and ready the
Space Shuttle for flight must be significantly reduced on a new launch system in order to
meet HRST cost goals.
To obtain aircraft-like operations, a paradigm shift from the government as designer-
developer-operator-customer to a scenario more like the airframer-air carrier relationship
will be required. A single manufacturer/multiple operator system has potential to exert
significant downward pressure on launch operations cost.
Use of a single manufacturer maximizes vehicle production runs, maximizes learning
effects, reduces tooling startup costs, and reduces duplication of design effort. Because of
the high degree of commonality between members of the overall family of vehicles, a
single manufacturer would be used to produce all vehicles. Prime contractor -
subcontractor arrangements of airframe manufacturers and design partnerships with the
government might be considered as alternatives.
Multiple vehicle operators m perhaps even competing in certain market segments
would have a strong profit-motive to reduce operations cost. They would exert pressure
on the manufacturer to keep hardware and infrastructure investment costs low and
operability high. Commercial carders would operate individual vehicles from the family
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in manyof thenewmarkets(e.g.spacetourism,high speedpackagedelivery) aswell as
theexpandedETO market(analogousto the newly formedOSC/RockwellSpacelines).
The governmentwould assumea role as an anchor tenantfor the civil ETO payload
carrierandwouldonly serveasoperatorfor military missions.
The choice of operationalstrategyhasa significant effect on the vehicle technical
design.The family of vehiclesmust be designedto meet the requirementsof several
different marketsegmentsand operatorswhile maintaininga small overall numberof
vehicledesignsanda high degreeof commonality.Launchinfrastructurecostsmust be
keeplow in orderto reducecarderinvestmentcosts,andthevehiclemustbecapableof
operatingfrom severallaunchsitesestablishedby thedifferentcarriers.
Vehicle Technical Design
Feasible concept designs are one of the expected products of the HRST project.
Proposed designs are expected to represent a broad spectrum of shapes and ideas, and it
would be premature to pick a particular preferred design concept at this stage of the
project. However, consistent will the establishment of broad guidelines and strategic
arguments in the sections above, certain vehicle/family design characteristics can be
inferred from the HRST cost goals.
Most mature, low cost transportation systems are highly reusable -- railroads,
automobiles, airplanes. It is reasonable to expect that a space transportation system
capable of meeting HRST cost requirements will also consist of highly reusable
hardware. Vehicle designers must be cognizant of the need to recover and reuse hardware
for many flights. Fleet sizes are expected to be small, and therefore the number of flights
per vehicle will be high.
It will be the vehicle designer's challenge to design a small family of vehicles capable
of meeting all of the missions targeted in the marketing plan in a cost effective manner.
Single-stage, multi-stage, and launch assisted vehicles are all potential candidates. If
multiple operators are to be used, then the infrastructure and facility costs must be kept
low.
Because of high incremental costs, successful systems will likely avoid the use of a
flight crew unless necessary to full'all mission requirements. New technologies should be
incorporated into the system only if they are cost effective. Advanced propulsion,
actuators, avionics, materials, and heat shielding technologies all have the potential to
improve vehicle performance, but their use must be weighed against financial investment
limitations imposed by the business plan. Commonality of technology across a family of
vehicles will be necessary to distribute development cost.
-4-
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Vehicle Maintenance Strategy
An important subset of the vehicle technical design is the vehicle maintenance
strategy. In fact, given the high cost of maintenance and refurbishment on the Space
Shuttle, it is appropriate to address maintenance strategy as an individual discipline.
Routine maintenance and major refurbishment must be easy to accomplish and be
cost-effective. Designers must make use of concurrent engineering techniques to
maximize the maintainability of the system. Input from maintenance engineers and
technicians should be solicited early in the concept design process. Access panels to
subsystems, built-in test equipment, line replaceable units, simplified inspection and
checkout procedures, increased mean time between maintenance (MTBM) for
components, increased component reliability, and robust system operation (e.g. engine
out) are all parts of a low maintenance cost system.
A key difference between current space transportation systems and operational
aircraft systems is the level of margin built into the vehicle. Current space vehicles have
been designed for maximum performance and have unacceptably low margins on most
components (e.g. engine turbopumps and landing gear structure on the Space Shuttle).
The result has been a high performing system with very high maintenance and post-flight
inspection costs, A family of vehicles capable of meeting HRST cost goals should require
an order of magnitude less inspection after each flight and have an increased number of
flights between normally scheduled maintenance activities (around every 20 - 25 flights).
However, this increased system robustness should not come at the expense of decreased
reliability and system safety.
Summary and Approach to System Design
Each of the sections above has offered suggestions for designing an advanced launch
system capable of meeting the $100 - $200 per pound of payload cost target established
by the HRST program. In addition, it has been argued that the design of a successful
system involves more than just the technical engineering disciplines. It depends just as
heavily on business and financial planning disciplines as well. The HRST design space is
highly multidisciplinary -- involving skills in vehicle performance and sizing,
technology assessment, market planning, business strategy planning, cost estimation,
operations modeling, and maintenance modeling. The designer must recognize and solve
the true multidisciplinary problem in order to produce a successful HRST concept.
Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is an emerging field in aerospace
engineering capable of searching vast design spaces with inputs from a variety
disciplines 3. To date, these MDO methods (ranging from complex optimization
procedures to simple multi-variable response surface techniques) have only been used on
problems with traditional engineering disciplines. However, it is highly likely that MDO
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can be extended for use in the HRST program. MDO methods will provide a sound
approach to system design and concept selection. However, a significant effort will be
required to produce design-oriented analysis models for each of the five critical areas
discussed above.
Parametric analysis models in each of the appropriate disciplines will be required.
Care should be taken to avoid "point designs" in the search for suitable design
candidates. Trends and effects of various design and planning decisions should be
coupled with designer intuition and experience to identify promising vehicle/family
concepts. Standard assumptions and groundrules will also be required in order to produce
fair comparisons between different concepts.
By considering the true multidisciplinary problem presented by the HRST program,
the chances of producing a successful design will be improved. In addition, engineers
must recognize the importance of business and financial planning disciplines on their
designs. The author hopes that some of the ideas presented in this paper will help the
HRST program reach its goals.
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Appendices
Vehicle Weight Statements
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WEIGHT STATEMENT - LEVEL I (ib)
unmanned ssv, ssme-50 der. 20 klb p/l, 28.5 deg incl.
1.0 Wing
2.0 Tail
3.0 Body
4.0 Induced environmenc protection
5.0 Undercarriage and aux. systems
6.0 Propulsion, main
7 0 Propulsion, reaction control (RCS)
8 0 Propulsion, orbital maneuver (OMS)
9 0 Prime power
I0 0 Electric conversion and distr.
ii 0 Hydraulic conversion and distr.
12 0 Control surface actuation
13 0 Avionics
14.0 Environmental control
15.0 Personnel provisions
18.0 Payload provisions
19.0 Margin
_MPTY
20.0 Personnel
21.0 Payload accomodations
22.0 Payload
23.0 Residual and unusable fluids
25.0 Reserve fluids
26.0 inflight losses
27.0 Propellant, main
28.0 Propellant, reaction control
29.0 Propellant, orbital maneuver
PRELAUNCH GROSS
Prelaunch gross
Start-up losses
Gross lift-off
Ascent propellant
Insertion
Ascent reserves
Ascent residuals
Inflight icsses
Aux. propulsion propellant
Payload delivered
Payload accepted
Entry
RCS prop. (ent</)
Landed
Payload (returned)
Landed (p/l out)
Payload accomodations
Personnel
Subsystem residuals
Aux. propulsion residuals
Aux. propulsion reserves
Empty
9977.
1462.
66312.
18896.
7099.
58561.
3623
1363
2339
8438
0
1272
1314
2219
0
0
27431
210305.
0.
0.
20000.
11688.
7273.
5650.
1855335.
2861.
8815.
2121927
0
2121927
-25771
2096155
-1829564
266591
-5862
-9582
-5650
-10966
-20000
2OOO0
234532.
-710.
233822.
-20000.
213822.
0.
0.
-605.
-1501.
-1410.
210305.
unmanned ssv, ssme-50 der. - 20 klb p/l, 28.5 deg incl.
DESIGN DATA
payload volume (cu. ft.)
payload weight (Ib)
oms delta v req. (ft./set.)
mass ratio
rocket reduction factor
body_length ft_
body_width ft
exp_wing_span ft_
exp_wing_root_chord__f__
2500 0000
20000 0000
500 0000
7 8628
0 0000
164 1086
32 7748
61.7037
56.0225
nose_sectionarea_sq_ft_
intertank_area . sq_f_
aft skirt area .sq_ft
engine_bayarea sq_ft
body_tpswetted area sq__ft_
wing_tps_wettedarea__sc__ft_
exposed_wing_pianform_sc__f__
_heo_wing__planfcrmsq_f__
body_volume cuft
carrl,_througn width f<
exposedwing_taper_ratlo
exposed wing_aspect ratio__
282 0456
4079 4360
1164 8359
1221 7495
15910 3421
4405 7115
2134.6666
3923.7254
123640.5167
26.9737
0.2359
1.7836
SIZING PA_hMETERS
Mass ra_io
Propellant mass fraction
Body length (ft.)
Wing span (ft.)
Theoretical wing area (sq. ft.)
Wing loading at design wc (psf)
Wing planform ratio, sexp/sref
Sensitivity of volume _o burnout wt (cu. ft./klb.)
Burnout weight growth factor (lb/ib)
BODY
7.8528
0.8728
164.1
88.7
3897.0
60.0
0.55
457.3
4.58
WING
To_al volume (cu. ft.)
Tank volume (cu. ft.)
Fixed volume (cu. ft.)
Tank efficiency factor
Ullage volume fraction
PROPELLANT FRACTION
lh2 0.1429
fox 0.8571
lox (Wing) @.0000
123641.
84883.
0.
0.6865
0.0300
DENSITY FLUID VOLUME TANK VOLUME
(ib/cu. ft.) (cu. ft.) (cu. ft.)
4.42 59150. 61838.
71.14 22043. 23045.
71.14 0. 0.
12623.
O.
O.
0.0000
0.0300
r.D
r_3
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-- 0 O0 0
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WEIGHT STATEMENT - LEVEL ! _ib)
unmanned ssv dual-fuel, rd-701, horz. 30 ft p/l bay, 20klb p/l - 28.5 inc.,
1.0 Wing
2.0 Tail
3.0 Body
4.0 Induced envircnmen_ protection
5.0 Undercarriage and aux. systems
6.0 Propulsion, main
7.0 Propulsion, reaction control (RCS)
8.0 Propulsion, orbital maneuver ¢OMS)
9.0 Prime power
i0.0 Electric conversion and distr.
II.0 Hydraulic conversion and distr.
12.0 Control surface aczua_ion
13.0 Avionics
14.0 Environmental control
15.0 Personnel provisions
!8.0 Payload provisions
19.0 Margin
EMPTY
20.0 Personnel
21.0 Payload accomodations
22.0 Payload
23.0 Residual and unusable fluids
25.0 Reserve fluids
26.0 Inflight losses
27.0 Propellant, main
28.0 Propellant, reaction control
29.0 PropellanT, orbital maneuver
PRELAU_CH GROSS
Prelaunch gross
Start-up losses
Gross lift-off
Ascent propellant
Insertion
Ascent reserves
Ascent residuals
Inflight losses
Aux. propulsion propellant
Payload delivered
Payload accepted
Entry
RCS prop. (entry)
Landed
Payload (re/urned)
Landed (p/l out)
Personnel
Payload accomodations
Subsystem residuals
Aux. propulsion residuals
Aux. propulsion reserves
_mpty
8325
1481
51009
16524
5843
39745
3362
1191.
2339.
6246.
0.
1050.
1314.
2292.
0.
0
21108
161827
0
0
20000
9894
5691
3777
1603438
2258.
_957.
1813842.
0.
1813842.
-24124.
1789717.
-1579312.
210404.
-4377.
-8231.
-3777
-8655
-20000
20000
185164
-561
184604
-20000
164604
0
0
-478
-1185
-1113.
161827.
unmanned ssv dual-fuel, rd-701, horz. 30 ft p/l bay, 20klb p/l - 28.5 inc.,
DESIGN DATA
payload volume (cu. ft.)
payload weight (Ib)
oms delta v req. (ft./sec.)
lift-off _/w ratio
mass ratio
rocket reduction factor
body_length ft_
body_width =t
body_volume cu_ft_
2500.0000
20000.0000
500.0000
1.2000
8.5061
0.0000
170.5762
26.2636
82008.9934
body_tps_wetted area__sq_ft
nose_sect ion_area sq__f _in_er_ank area sq ft
af t body_area . sq_f t _
engine_bay_area sq_ft_
lox tank wetted_area sq_ft_
lox _.ank_volume cu_ft
lh2__ank_wett ed_area sG_fz_
lh2tank volume cu_ft_
ker tank_volume cu_ft
wing__ps_wet_ed_areasq ft
carry through width ft_
exposed_wing_span . ft
exposed wing_root chord fz_
exposed wing__planform sG_ft
exposed wing taper_ratio
exposedwing_aspect_rat io
body flap length (ft)
tip fins (2) planform area (ft2)
13140.4064
350.7522
4029.3243
766.1485
908.0100
4079.4898
20090.5600
5483.4919
30581.612g
3383 7165
4028 8602
23 7076
59 9081
53 0740
1943 5810
0 2324
1.8472
7.4742
215.9368
SIZING PARAMETERS
Mass ratio
Propellant mass fraction
Body length {ft.)
Wing span (ft.)
Theoretical wing area (sq. ft.)
Wing loading at design wt (psf)
Wing planform ratio, sexp/sref
Sensitivity of volume _o burnout wt (cu. ft./klb.)
Burnout weight growth _ac_or=" (ib/!b)
8.5061
0.8824
170.6
83.6
3381.0
54.5
0.57
384.5
3.73
BCDY WING
Total volume (cu. fZ.)
Tank volume (cu. ft.)
Fixed volume (cu. ft.l
Tank efficiency factor
Ullage volume fraction
82009.
51522.
0.
0.62S3
0.O3OO
9480.
0.
0.
0.0000
0.0300
DENSITY
PROPELLANT FRACTION (ib/cu. ft.l
lh2 0.0782 4.42
hc 0.0983 50.50
fox 0.8235 71.14
lox (Wing) 0.0000 71.14
FLUID VOLUME Tf_[K VCLUME
(cu. ft.) (cu. ft.)
27959. 29161.
3073. 3230.
13282. 19132.
0. 0.
0
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1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.0
26.0
27.0
28.0
Vehicle Weight Statement
HTO sled launch RBCC with engine #11
V launch = 800 fps, q = 2000 psf, Mtr = 6
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Thermal Protection
Landing Gear
Main Propulsion
RCS Propulsion
OMS Propulsion
Primary Power
Electrical Conversion & Dist.
Hydraulic Systems
Surface Control Actuation
Avionics
Environmental Control
Personnel Equipment
Dry Weight Margin (15%)
Love/3 Love/2
Dry Weight
Crew and Gear
Payload Provisions
Cargo (up and down)
Residual Propellants
OMS/RCS Reserve Propellants
Landed Weight
RCS Entry Propellants (ckV= 25 fps)
Entry Weight
RCS/OMS Propellants (on-orbit)
Cargo Discharged
Ascent Reserve and Unusable Propellants
Inflight Losses and Vents
Insertion Weight
Ascent Propellants
Gross Liftoff Weight
Sta_up Losses
13,086
1,022
24,627
7,914
3,871
31,785
1,417
930
617
3,616
0
853
1,600
2,491
0
14,074
107,904
0
0
20,000
856
291
129,050
239
129,289
2,670
0
5,327
1,293
138,678
710,200
848,778
2,030
Maximum Pre-taunch Weight 850,807
Ve_icta Weight Statement
HTO sJed launch RBCC with engine #11
V launch = 800 fps, q = 2000 psi, Mtr ==6
1.0 Wing Group
2. O TaiJ Group
3.0 8ody Grouo
Exposed wing
Carry through
Nosacofle
Crew Cabin
Payloa0 Bayllntenank Structure
Structure
P/L Bay Ooore
P/L Accommodations
LH2 Tank
Tank Structure
Tank InSUlation
LOX Tank
Tank Structure
Tank insulation
Aft 8ody
Body Flag
4.0 Thermal Protection
Active Cooling
Tail cone
Base
Nosecap
Wing leading eoqes
Advanced Car0oNCarOon
_ocly/cowl
WingJtails
TUFI (tiles)
Bociy/cowl
Wing;tails
TABI (blankets)
Bo0yicowi
Wing/tails
5.9 Landing Gear
Nosegear
Mmn gear
6.0 Main PropuLsion
RBCC Engines (inslailed)
Eiector rockets (incl. pumps)
Oiff./Com0./Noz. (w/ cooling)
Fan/gas generator
Main Rocket Engine
PressunzatJon and feeO systems
Purge Systems
7.0 RC$ PropuLs&on
Foreward RC$
Thrusters (15 pressure fad)
Prop. tanxs/empty(195 psia)
Ha pressnt. '_anK(3000 psia)
He pressurent
Lines.manifolds.v a/yes .etc.
Aft RCS
Thrusters (22 pressure fed)
Prop. tanksiempty(195 psia)
He pressm, tank(3000 papa)
He pressurant
Linss,mamfold=,valves,etc.
8.00MS Propulsion
Engines (4 pump fed)
Prol_, tanks/empty(25 psia)
Ha gressnt, tank(3000 psia)
He pressurant (for low pressure tanks)
Lines.manif olds.vaivea, etc.
9.0 Primary Power
Fuel ceils
Reactant dewem
Batteries
10.0 Electrical Conversion & E]ist,
Power convemion and dismbution
EMA controllers
Circuitry & winr_J
EMA cat, ling
11.0 Hydraulic Systems
12.0 Surtaco Control Actuation
Elevon EMAs
Verncala EMAs
LeveL2 Level2
8,973
4,112
537
0
6,677
2,977
70O
3,000
10,555
8,527
2,027
3,184
2,767
417
2,975
2,676
299
699
0
0
0
t.758
1.411
347
3.511
2.094
1.417
2.645
2.645
0
581
3,291
19,865
5,291
8.930
5,644
9,358
1,640
922
354
111
37
113
l0
82
1,064
397
86
264
23
294
367
38
226
20
279
396
177
44.
t ,406
276
1,827
107
521
111
1,022
24,627
7,914
3,87t
31,785
1,417
930
617
3,616
0
853
Body Rap EtW._
13.0 Avionics
14.0 Environmental Control
Personnel systems
E_uipment cooling
Heat tran.s;_t_ loop
Heat relection system
Radiators
FlasR evaporators
15.0 Personnel Equipment
Food. water, waste manag.
Seats. etc.
16.0 O_ Weight Margin (15%)
Dry Weight
17.0 Crew and Gear
18.0 Payloaa Provisions
19,0 Cargo (up and down)
20.0 Residual ProDellant8
OM,_'RCS residuals
Fore LH2 RCS residuats
Fore LOX RCS mschJa_
Aft LH2 RCS residuals
Aft LOX RCS ms,duals
LH20MS residuals
LOX OMS residuals
Main Propellant residuals
LH2 residuals
LOX residuals
21.00MS/RC$ Reserve Probe_tants
RC3
Fore LH2 reserves
Fore LOX reserves
Aft LH2 reserves
Aft LOX reserves
OMS reserves
LH2 reserves
LQX reserves
Landed Weight
22.0 RCS Entry Propallants (_V - 25 fDs)
Forward RCS Propellants
LH2
LOX
Aft RCS Propellants
LH2
L.CX
Entry Weight
23.0 RCS/OMS Propellants (on-orbit)
Forward RCS Propellants
LH2
[._X
Art RCS Propellants
LH2
LOX
OMS Propellants
LH2
bOX
24.0 Cargo Disct_arged
25.0 Ascent Reserve and Unusable F_robellants
LH2 reserves and unusaoles
LOX reserves and unusables
28,0 Inflight Losses and Vents
InsiHllon Weight
27.0 Ascent Propellants
LH2 ascent
LOX =scent
Gross Lifloff Welgllt
28.0 Startu b Losses
LH2 startup
LOX startup
512
163
2
9
5
20
16
94
141
570
4
17
10
4O
31
188
T4
57
33
134
29
115
67
268
313
t ,878
221
0
72g
t ,087
675
0
0
145
710
72
2t9
72
167
143
335
2,191
1,055
4,272
140,620
569,580
290
1,740
1.600
2,491
14.074
107,904
0
0
20.000
856
291
129,050
239
0
5,327
1.293
138,578
710,200
848,778
2.930
Maximum Pre-lsunch Weight 850,807
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Vehicle Weight Statement
5 degree cone, VTO RBCC SSTO with engine #10
q = 2000 psf, Mtr =12, stag. heat rate = 350 BTU/sqft-sec
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Thermal Protection
Landing Gear
Main Propulsion (less cowl)
RCS Propulsion
QMS Propulsion
Primary Power
Electrical Conversion & Dist.
Hydraulic systems
Surface Control Actuation
Avionics
Environmental control
Personnel Equipment
Dry Weight Margin (15%)
Lel/ /e_._l
3,814
845
28,292
10,982
3,252
18,623
1,056
1,146
600
2,801
0
531
1,600
2,331
0
11,381
Dry Weight 87,254
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0
Crew and Gear
Payload Provisions
Cargo (up and down)
Residual Propellants
OMS/RCS Reserve Prope!lants
0
0
20,000
615
526
Landed Weight 108,396
22.0 RCS Entry Propellants (AV = 25 fps) 20O
Entry Weight 108,596
23.0
24.0
25.0
26.0
RCS/OMS Prope!lants (on-orbit)
Cargo Discharged
Ascent Reserve and Unusable Propellants
Inflight Losses and Vents
5,062
0
2,643
1,086
Insertion Weight 117,386
27.0 Ascent Propellants 352,340
Gross Liftoff Weight 469,726
28.0 Startup Losses
Maximum Pre-launch Weight
2,679
472,405
1.0 Wlng Group
Vehicle Weigttt Statement
5 degree cone, V'fO RBCC SSTO with engine #10
,_ = 2000 psi, Mtr =12_ staq. heat rate - 350 BTU/sqft.sec
Exposed wing
Carry t_rougn
2.0 Tail Grouo
3.0 Bogy Group
Nosecone
Crow Cabin
Payload Bay
LH2 Tank
LOX Tank
Aft Body
Structure
Structure
P/L Bay Doors
P/L Accommodations
Tank Structure
Tank Insulation
Tank Structure
Tank Insulation
Tail cone
Base
Cowl ring
Cowl struts
Cowl
4.0 Thermal Protection
Active Cooling
Nosacap
Cowl leading edge
Wing leading edges
Engine nozzle ex=t
Advanced Carbon/Carbon
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
TUF[ (tiles)
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
TABI (blankets)
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
5.0 Landing Gear
Nosegaar
Main gear
6.0 Main Propulsion (less cowl)
FIBCC Engines
Ejector rockets (incl. pum0s)
Oiff./Comb./Noz. (wt cooling)
Fan/gas generator/storage
Lay.oLd Low/2
Pressurization and feed systems
l=urge Systems
7.0 RCS Propulsion
Foreword RCS
Thrusters (15 pressure fed)
Prob. tanks/empty(195 psia)
He pressnt, tank(3go0 ps=a)
Ha pressurant
Lines,m anifolds.vaJves.etc.
Aft RCS
Thrusters (22 pressure fad)
Prop. tanks/emoty(195 psia)
He prassnt, tank(3000 psia}
He prassuram
Lines.manifolds.valves.etc.
8.00MS Propulsion
Engines (4 pump fed]
Prop. tanks/empty(25 psia)
He pressnt, tank(3000 psia)
He pressurant (for low pressure tanks)
Lines.manifolds.valves.etc.
9.0 Primary Power
Fuel cells
Reactant aewers
Batteries
10.0 Electrical Conversion & Dist.
Power conversion and distribution
EMA controllers
Circuitry & w=ring
EMA cabling
11.0 Hydraulic systems
12.0 Surface Control Actuation
Elavon EMAa
3,349
465
1.104
0
6.206
1,513
1,693
3.000
6.929
5,641
1.288
1,504
1,269
236
4,462
4.294
168
6,086
5,983
2,102
1,101
150
126
374
451
7,200
6,532
668
2.681
2.005
676
0
0
0
488
2.764
15,900
5.883
10.017
0
2,165
558
268
77
31
95
6
57
788
273
73
222
19
202
309
81
481
42
234
396
177
27
1,406
172
1,169
54
438
845
28,292
10,982
3.252
18,623
1.056
1.146
600
2.801
0
631
Vemcals EMAs
13.0 Avionics
14.O Environmental control
Personnel systems
Equipment cooling
Heat transport loop
Heat reiectJon system
Radiators
Flash evaporators
15.0 Personnel Equipment
Food, water, waste manag.
Seats. etc.
16.0 Dry Weight Margin (15%)
Dry Weight
17.0 Crew and Gear
18.0 Payload Provisions
19.0 Cargo {up and down)
20.0 Residual Propellents
OMS/RCS residuals
Fore LH2 RCS residuals
Fore LOX RCS residuals
Aft LH2 RCS residuals
All LOX RCS residuals
LH20MS residuals
LOX OMS residuals
Main Propellant residuals
LH2 residuals
LOX residuals
21.00MS]RCS Reserve Propellants
RCS reserves
Fore LH2 reserves
Fore LOX reserves
Aft LH2 reserves
Aft LCX reserves
OMS reserves
LH2 reserves
LOX reserves
Landed Weight
22.0 RCS _try Propellants (&V = 25 los)
Forward RCS Propellants
LH2
LDX
Aft RCS Propellants
LH2
LC_
Entry Weight
23.0 RCS/CMS Propellants (on-orbit)
Forward RCS Propellants
LH2
LC_
Aft RC3 Propellants
LH2
U30(
OMS Propellants
LH2
LOX
24.0 Cargo Discharged
25.0 Ascent Reserve and Unusable Propellants
LH2 reserves and unusaPtes
LOX reserves and unusa01es
26.0 Inflight Losses and Vents
Insertion Weight
27.0 Ascent Propellants
LH2 ascent
LOX ascent
Gross LHloff Weight
28.0 Startup Losses
LH2 startup
LOX sCartuo
Maximum Pre-leunch Weight
512
163
2
7
4.
17
33
200
93
250
4
14
8
34
87
399
12
48
28
112
24
96
56
225
666
3.994
93
0
729
927
675
0
0
263
352
60
466
60
140
121
281
4,660
695
1,948
92,665
259,674
383
2.296
1,600
2,331
It,381
87,254
0
0
20.0C0
615
526
108,396
200
108.596
5,C_2
3
2.643
t.086
117,386
352,340
469,726
2.679
472,405
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Vehicle Weight Statement
5 degree cone, VTO RBCC SSTO with engine #10
q = 2000 psf. Mtr =12. stag. heat rate = 350 8TU/sqft-sec
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Thermal Protection
Landing Gear
Main Propulsion (less cowl)
RCS Propulsion
OMS Propulsion
Primary Power
Electrical Conversion & Dist.
Hydraulic systems
Surface Control Actuation
Avionics
Environmental control
Personnel Equipment
Dry Weight Margin (15%)
Leve/3 Levet 2 Level 1
4,674
986
31,636
12,187
3,747
22,625
1,252
1,321
958
2,901
0
612
2,200
2,521
802
13,263
Dry Weight 101,686
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0
Crew and Gear
Payload Provisions
Cargo (up and down)
Residual Propellants
OMS/RCS Reserve Propellants
1,890
0
20,000
713
6O6
Landed Weight 124,896
22.0 RCS Entry Propellants (&V = 25 fps) 231
Entry Weight 125,127
23.0
24.0
25.0
26.0
RCS/OMS Propellants (on-orbit)
Cargo Discharged
Ascent Reserve and Unusable Propellants
Inflight Losses and Vents
Insertion Weight
5,832
0
3,074
1,251
135,284
27.0 Ascent Propellants 409,905
Gross Liftoff Weight 545,189
28.0 Startup Losses
Maximum Pre-launch Weight
3,109
548,298
1.0 Wing Group
2,0 Tail Grou_
3,0 Body Grour_
Vehicle Weight Statement
5 degree cone, VTO RBCC SSTO with engine #10
q = 2000 oaf, Mtr =12, stag. heat rate = 350 BTU/sqfl.sec
Exposed wing
Car_ through
4,080
594
Nosecona
Crew Cabin
Payload Bey
LH2 Tank
LOX Tank
Aft Body
Cowl
4.0 Thermal Protection
Structure
Structure
P/L Bay Doors
P/L Accommodations
Tank Structure
Tank Insulation
Tank Slructure
Tank Insulation
Tail cone
Base
Cowt ring
CowJ struts
Active Cooting
Nosecap
Cowl leading edge
Wing leading edges
Engine nozzle exit
Advanced Carbon/Carbon
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
TUFI (tiles)
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
TAB1 (blankets)
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
5.0 Landing Gear
Nosegear
Main gear
6,0 Ma_n Propulsion {less COWl)
RBCC Engines
Elector rocl<els (incl. pumps)
Diff./CombJNoz. (wl cooling)
Fan/gas generator/storage
Pressurization and feed systems
Purge Systems
7.0 RCS Propulsion
Foraward RCS
Thrusters (15 pressure fed)
Prop. tanKs/empty(195 psia)
He present, tank(3000 psia)
He pressurant
Lines,manifolds.valves,etc.
Aft RCS
Thrusters (22 pressure fed)
Prop. tanks/empty(195 paid]
He present, tank(3000 psia)
He prsssurant
Lines,manif0tds,valves,etc.
8.00MS Propulsion
Engines (4 pump tad)
Prop. tanks/empty(25 psia)
He pressnt, tank(3000 paid)
He pressurant (for low pressure tanks)
Lines,manifolds,valves,etc.
9.0 Primary Power
Fuel cells
Reactant dowers
Batteries
10.0 E]ectncal Conversion & Dist.
Power conversion and distribution
EMA controller'=
Circuitry & w=ring
EMA cabling
11.0 Hydraulic systems
12.0 Surface Control Actuation
1,489
1.629
3,000
227
2,058
6,118
8,108
6,662
1,446
1,722
1,468
254
5,019
4,830
189
8,383
6.281
2.102
150
132
411
476
7,204
73O
2,274
609
0
O
7,199
12.257
0
93
36
109
tO
69
330
8,[
255
22
245
1,171
7,934
3.082
0
562
3,185
19,456
2.512
657
316
936
355
93
554
48
270
396
531
32
1,406
t98
1,231
66
4,674
986
31,636
12,187
3,747
22,625
1,252
1,321
95_
2.901
0
612
Elevon EMAe
Verticals EMAs
13.0 Avionics
14.0 Environmental control
Personnel systems
Equipment cooling
Heal transport loop
Heal reiectLon system
Radiators
Flash evaporators
15.0 Personnel Eauipment
Food. water, waste maneg.
Seals. etc.
16.0 Dry Weigtlt Margin (18%)
Dry Weight
17.0 Crew and Gear
18.0 Payload Provisions
T9.0 Cargo (up and down)
20.0 Residual Propellants
OMS/RCS res=duals
Fore LH2 RCS residuals
Fore LOX RCS residuaJs
Aft LH2 RCS residuals
Aft LOX RCS residuals
LH2 OMS residuals
LOX OMS residuals
Main Propel_ant residuals
LH2 residuals
LOX residuals
21.00MS/RCS Reserve Propellants
RC$ reserves
Fore LH2 reserves
Fore LOX reserves
Aft LH2 reserves
Aft LOX reserves
OMS reserves
LH2 reserves
LOX reserves
Landed Weight
22.0 RCS Entry Propellants (,',V = 25 los)
Forward RCS Propellants
LH2
LE_X
Aft RCS Propellants
LH2
LDX
Entry Weight
23.0 RCS/QMS Prol:)ellants (on-oroit)
Forward RCS Propellants
LH2
L.OX
Air RCS Propellants
LH2
LC_
OMS Propellants
LH2
L.CK
24.0 Cargo Disctlarged
25.0 Ascent Reserve and UnusaPle Propellants
LH2 reserves and unusaPlas
LOX reserves and unusables
26.0 Inffight Losses and Vents
Insertion Weight
27.0 Ascent Propellants
LH2 ascent
LOX ascent
Gross Liftotf Weight
28.0 Startuo Losses
LH2 startup
LOX stanup
Maximum Pre-launch Weight
512
163
2
8
5
19
38
230
109
300
4
17
10
39
77
46O
14
85
32
129
28
111
68
259
767
4.502
505
t07
141
729
976
675
502
300
303
410
69
537
69
162
139
324
5.369
821
2.253
109.44.5
300.460
444
2._65
2.200
2.521
802
13.263
101,686
1.890
0
20,000
713
606
124,896
231
125.127
5.832
0
3,074
1,251
135,254
409.905
545.189
3.109
548,298
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1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
9.0
10.0
11.0
12.0
13.0
14.0
15.0
16.0
17.0
18.0
19.0
20.0
21.0
22.0
23.0
24.0
25.O
26.0
27.0
28.0
Vehicle Weight Statement
HTO sled launch RBCC with engine #11
V launch = 800 fDs, a = 2000 psf, Mtr = 6
Wing Group
Tail Group
Body Group
Thermal Protection
Landing Gear
Main Propulsion
RCS Propulsion
OMS Propulsion
Primary Power
Electrical Conversion & Dist.
Hydraulic Systems
Surface Control Actuation
Avionics
Environmental Control
Personnel Equipment
Dry Weight Margin (15%)
Leve/3
Dry Weight
Crew and Gear
Payload Provisions
Cargo (up and down)
Residual Propellants
OMS/RCS Reserve Propellants
Landed Weight
RCS Entry Propellants (AV = 25 fps)
Entry Weight
RCS/OMS Propellants (on-orbit)
Cargo Discharged
Ascent Reserve and Unusable Propellants
Inflight Losses and Vents
Insertion Weight
Ascent Propellants
Gross Liftoff Weight
Startup Losses
Maximum Pre-launch Weight
Level.2_
15942
1 213
29 073
8 898
4 530
37 190
1 710
1 O88
978
3,781
0
998
2,200
2,687
802
16,664
127,755
1,890
0
20,000
1,001
340
150,986
279
151,265
3,123
0
6,233
1,513
162,134
831,000
993,134
2,375
995,509
1.0 Wing Group
2.0 Tail Group
3.0 Body Group
Exposed wing
Carry through
Vehicle Weight Statement
HTO sled launch RBCC with engine #11
Vlaunch = 800 tps. q = 2000 psf_ Mtr = 6
Le_13
10,930
5.012
Nosecone 265
Crew Cabin 2,058
Payload Bay/tntetlank Slructure 6,844
Structure 3,144
PP. Bay Doors 700
P/L Accommodations 3,000
LH2 Tank
Tank Structure
Tank Insulation
LOX Ta,,'_
Tank Structure
Tank insulation
Ah Body
BoOy Flap
4.0 Thermal Protection
Active Cooling
9,978
2,242
3,238
463
2.921
331
0
0
1,558
414
2,312
1,691
2,921
0
6.191
10,449
6,604
137
43
132
11
101
488
101
309
27
361
Tail cone
Base
Nosecap
Wing leading edges
Advanced CatOon/Camon
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
TUFI (tiles)
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
TABI (blankets)
Body/cowl
Wing/tails
5.0 Landing Gear
Nosegear
Main gear
6.0 Main Propulsion
RBCC Engines (installed)
Ejector rockets (incl. pumps)
OiftJCorobJNoz. (w/ cooling)
Fen/gas generator
Main Rocket Engine
Pressunzalion and feed systems
Purge Systems
7.0 RCS ProouLsion
Forewan3 RCS
Thrusters (15 pressure fed)
Prop. tanksJempty(lg5 psia)
He pressnt, tank(3000 psia)
He pressurant
Lines.manitolds,valves,etc.
Art RCS
Thrusters (22 pressure fed)
Prop. tanks empty(195 psia)
He pressm, tank(3000 psia)
He pressurant
Lines ,roan/folds,valves,dr c.
8.00MS Propulsion
Engines (4 pump fed)
Prop. tanks/empty(25 psia)
He pressnt, tank(3000 psia)
He pressurant (for low pressure tanks)
LJnes,roanifolds,valves.etc.
9.0 Pnroary Power
Fue_ ceils
Reactant dewers
Batteries
10.0 Electncal Conversion & Dist.
Power conversion and distribution
EMA controllers
Circuitry & wiring
EMA cabling
11.0 Hydraulic Systems
12.0 Sunace Control Actuation
Elevon EMAs
VerticaLs EMAs
12,220
3301
3.252
735
0
1,973
4,004
2.921
679
3,850
23,244
10.949
1.919
1,079
425
1.285
430
44
265
23
327
396
531
52
1,406
323
1,919
132
610
129
Level /
15,942
1,213
29.073
8,898
4.530
37,190
1,71G
1,088
978
3.781
0
998
Bo_yFlapEMAs13.0Avionics14.0EnvironmentalCo trol
Personne_systems
Eclu_pment cooling
Heat transport loop
Heat reiection system
Radiators
Flasn evaporators
15.0 Personnel Equiomant
Fooa. water, waste manag.
Seats, etc.
16.0 Dry Weight Margin (15%)
Dry Weight
17.0 Crow aria Gear
18.0 Paytoad Provisions
19.0 Cargo (up and clown)
20.0 Residual Propellants
OMS/RCS resk/ua_
Fore LH2 RCS residuals
Fore LOX RCS residuals
Att LH2 RCS residuals
Aft LOX RCS resiOuals
LH20MS residuals
LOX OMS residuals
Main Propellant resictuals
LH2 residuals
LOX resiouals
21.00MS,'RC$ Reserve Propellants
RCS reserves
Fore LH2 reserves
Fore LOX reserves
Art LH2 reserves
Aft LOX reserves
OMS reserves
LH2 reserves
LOX reserves
Landed Weight
22.0 RCS Entry Propellants (AV = 25 fps)
Forward RCS Propellants
LH2
LOX
Aft RCS Propellants
LH2
LOX
Entry Weight
23.0 RCS/OMS Propellants (on-omit)
Forward RCS Pmpeltants
LH2
LDX
Aft RCS Propellants
LH2
LOX
OMS Propellants
LH2
LOX
24.0 Cargo Disctlarged
25.0 Ascent Reserve and Unusable ProDs,ants
LH2 reserves ancl unusaDles
LOX reserves and unusabies
26.0 Infligftt Losses and Vents
Insertion Welgllt
27.0 Ascent Propellams
LH2 ascent
LOX ascent
Gross Llttoff Weight
26.0 Stanup Losses
LH2 startup
LOX slartup
612
163
3
10
6
23
16
110
165
666
5
20
12
47
37
220
17
67
39
156
34
134
78
314
366
2,197
259
141
729
1,142
675
5O2
300
170
831
84
256
84
196
168
392
2,564
1,234
4,gg8
164.538
666.462
339
2,036
2,200
2,667
802
16,664
_27.756
1.890
0
20.000
1.001
340
150,986
279
151,266
3.123
0
6,233
1.513
162,134
831.000
993,134
2.375
Maximum Pre-launoh Weight 995,509
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WEIGHT STATEMENT - LEVEL I (Ib)
unmanned ssv dual-fuel, rd-701, horz. 30 ft p/1 bay, 25klb p/l - 51.6 inc.,
1.0 Wing
2.0 Tail
3.0 Body
4.0 Induced environment protection
5.0 Undercarriage and aux. systems
6.0 Propulsion, main
7.0 Propulsion, reaction control (RCS)
8.0 Propulsion, orbital maneuver (OMS)
9.0 Prime power
i0.0 Electric conversion and distr.
ii.0 Hydraulic conversion and distr.
12.0 Control surface actuation
13.0 Avionics
14.0 Environmental control
15.0 Personnel provisions
18.0 Payload provisions
19.0 Margin
EMPTY
20.0 Personnel
21.0 Payload accomodations
22 0 Payload
23 0 Residual and unusable fluids
25 0 Reserve fluids
26 0 Inflight losses
27 0 Propellant, main
28 0 Prope!lan_, reaction control
29 0 Propellant, orbital maneuver
PRELAUNCH GROSS
Prelaunch gross
Start-up losses
Gross lift-off
Ascent propellant
Insertion
Ascent rese_zes
Ascent residuals
Znflight losses
Aux. propulsion propellant
Payload delivered
Payload accepted
Entry.
RCS prop. (enid/)
Landed
Payload (returned)
Landed (p/l out)
Personnel
Payload accomodations
Subsystem residuals
Aux. propulsion residuals
Aux. propulsion reserves
Empty
10815.
1899.
62349.
19573.
7016.
52919.
3626
2275
2339
6331
0
1285
1314
2395
0.
0.
26121.
200257.
0.
0.
25000.
13044.
7289.
3804.
2143459.
2886.
19369.
2415109
0
2415109
-32121
2382988
-2111328
271650
-5910
-10984
-3804
-21561
-25000
25000
229391
-695
228697
-25000.
203697.
0.
0.
-592.
-1468.
-1379.
200257.
ur_anned ssv dual-fuel rd-701, horz. 30 ft p/l bay, 25klb p/l - 51.6 inc.,
DESIGN DATA
payload volume (cu. ft.)
payload weight (lb)
oms delta v req. (ft./sec.
lift-off t/w ratio
mass ratio
rocket reduction factor
body_length ft
body width ft_
body volume ..... cu ="
5300 0000
25000 0000
i!00 0000
1 2000
8 7723
0 0000
185.6307
28.5815
105695.2521
body_tpswetted area__sq__ft_
nosesection_area__sq_ft_
intertank_area . sq__ft
aft_bodyarea sci_ft_
eng i ne_bay_ar ea sq__ f t _
lox_tank we_ted area__sq__ft
fox_tank volume cu ft_
lh2_tank wetted area__sq_ft
lh2_tank volume cu ft
ker tank_volume cu_ft_
wing_tps_wettedareasq_.ft
carry through_width ft_
exposed_wing_span ft_
exposed wing_root_chordft
exposed_wing_Dlanform__sq_ft
exposed wing_taper ratio__
exposed wing_aspect_racio__
body flap length (ft)
tip fins (2) planform area (ft2)
15562.2168
415.3967
4771.9390
907.3516
1075.3585
4831.3502
25893.2187
6494 1135
39414 3510
4361 0188
5051 8321
25 7999
67 1504
59 4901
2441.9017
0.2324
1.8472
8.1338
271.3015
SIZING PARAMETERS
Mass ratio
Propellant mass fraction
Body length (ft.)
Wing span (ft.)
Theoretical wing area (sq. ft.)
Wing loading at design wt (psf)
Wing planform ratio, sexp/sref
Sensitivity of volume to burnout wt (cu. fz./klb.)
Burnout weight growth factor (ib/lb)
8.7723
0.8860
185.6
93.0
4188.6
54.6
0.58
383.9
4.36
BODY WING
Total volume (cu. ft.)
Tank volume (cu. ft.)
Fixed volume (cu. ft.)
Tank efficiency factor
Ullage volume fraction
105695.
6_875.
0.
0.0300
13351.
0.
0.
0.0000
0.0300
PROPELLANT FRACTION
lh2 0.0782
hc 0.0983
fox 0.8235
fox (Wing) 0.0000
DENSITY FLUID VOLUME T_rK VOLUME
(ib/cu. ft.) (cu. ft.) (cu. ft.)
4.42 37377. 38983.
50.50 4108. 4317.
71.14 24440. 25575.
71.14 0. 0.
WEIGHTSTATEMENT- LEVELI ib)
unmannedssv, ssme-50der. - 25 k!b p/l, 51.6 deq incl.
1.0 wing2.0 Tail
3.0 Body
4.0 Inducedenvironmentprotection
5.0 Undercarriageand aux. systems
6.0 Propulsion, main
7.0 Propulsion, reaction control (RCS)
8.0 Propulsion, orbital maneuver(OMS)
9.0 Primepower
i0.0 Electric conversion anddistr.
Ii.0 Hydraulic conversion and distr.
12.0 Control surface actuation
13.0 Avionics
14.0 Environmentalcontrol
15.0 Personnel provisions
18.0 Payload provisions
19.0 Margin
EMPTY
20 0 Personnel
21 0 Payload accomodations
22 0 Payload
23 0 Residual and unusable fluids
25 0 Reserve fluids
26 0 Inf!ight losses
27.0 Propellant, main
28.0 Propellant, reaction control
29.0 Propellant, orbital maneuver
PRELAUNCH GROSS
Prelaunch gross
Start-up losses
Gross lift-off
Ascent propellant
Insertion
Ascent reserves
Ascent residuals
Infiight losses
Aux. propulsion propellant
Payload delivered
Payload accepted
Entry
RCS prop. (ent_--y)
Landed
Payload (returned)
Landed (p/l ou_)
Payload accomodations
Personnel
Subsystem residuals
Aux. propulsion residuals
Aux. propulsion reserves
Empty
13855.
2OOO.
85702.
23370.
8910
81834
4039
2851
2339
9483
0
1631
1314
2348.
0.
0.
35951.
275627.
0.
0.
25000
16170
9800
_688
2603305
3847
25807
2965244
0
2965244
-36014
2929230
-2567291
361939
-7959.
-13421.
-5688.
-28727.
-25000.
25000.
306144
-927
305217
-25000
290217
0
0
-790
-1959
-!841
275627
unmanned ssv, ssme-50 der. - 25 kib p/l, 51.6 deg incl.
DESIGN DATA
payload volume (cu. ft.)
payload weight (Ib)
oms delta v req. (ft.lsec.)
mass ratio
rocket reduction factor
body length ft_
body width ft_
exp_wing_span ft_
exp_wing_rootchord_____ft_
5300 0000
25000 0000
ii00 0000
8 0932
0 0000
181 8398
36 3160
71 2390
64 6798
nose_section_area__sq_ft_
intertank area sq_ft_
aft_skirt area sq_ft
enginebay_area sq_ft_
body_tpswetted_area__sq_ft_
wing_tps_wetted_area__sq_ft
exposed_.wing__olanform_so_ft_
cheowing___lanfo______sq_ft_
body_volume cu_ft
carry through_width_ft
exposed_wing_taper_ratio__
exposedwing_aspectratio__
346.2860
5008.5921
1430.1457
1353.7546
19534.1742
5872.5821
2845.3984
4817.4159
168203.!476
29.8881
0.2359
1.7836
SIZING PARAMETERS
Mass ratio
Propellant mass fraction
Body length (ft.)
Wing span (ft.)
Theoretical wing area (sq. ft.)
Wing loading at design wt (psf)
Wing planform ratio, sexp/sref
Sensitivity of volume to burnout wt (cu. ft./klb.)
Burnout weight growth factor (ib/Ib)
8.0932
0.8764
181._
i01.i
5087.0
60.0
0.5_
458.3
5.57
BODY WING
Total volume (cu. ft.}
Tank volume (cu. ft.)
Fixed volume (cu. ft.)
Tank efficiency factor
Ullage volume fraction
168203.
119103.
0.
0.7081
0.0300
19426.
0.
0.
0.0000
0.0300
PROPELLANT FRACTION
lh2 0.1429
lox 0.8571
fox (Wing) 0.0000
DENSITY
(Ib/cu. ft.)
4.42
71.14
71.14
FLUID VOLUME T_{K VOLUME
(cu. ft.) <cu. f:.)
83001. 86768.
30931. 32335,
O. O,
